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Abstract. The examples of mining rock panels by different types of
equipment are given in this paper. In such conditions, it is most expedient
to use wide stopes to improve the productivity of equipment by reducing
the time for auxiliary works. Also technological schemes of equipment operation in different conditions for several quarries of the Kuzbass are proposed. The coal-bearing zone is worked “layer by layer” with one or two
benches or subbenches. The bottom of the quarry in this case is flat, without leaving "peak" of overburden rocks in the pillars. Cutting of the benches is carried out by trench with a wide bottom on the side of the roof of the
coal bed and simultaneously working it with the same excavator or with
setting up a additional excavator for coal mining operations. Interbeds are
mined out with the use of wide stopes, often to the theirs entire horizontal
width. Complex rock-and-coal blocks, including one-three coal beds, are
also worked out by wide stopes.

1 Introduction
In the total volume of rock-and-coal mass in quarry fields, the coal-bearing zone consists
72-84% in the deposits of the central Kuzbass and about 70% in the deposits of the north
and south of the basin. From the standpoint of the separate excavation of coal and rock, the
coal-bearing zone is a complex structure, which is determined by the bedding of coal strata
of varying thickness and angles of incidence; the presence of thin rock interpbeds, folding
(plicative dislocations), disturbance and hard bedrocks (strength limit 60-80 MPa, less often
up to 130 MPa). Uncertainty of capacity and frequent variability of elements of occurrence
of separate rock layers within the limits of a quarry field both in length, and in depth are
observed. Thus, the development of the coal-bearing zone represents the main difficulty in
the open pits, and consequently, the increase in the efficiency of surface mining is directly
related to creating of new technological and technical solutions.
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It should be noted that in the classical theory of open mining, the concept of "coalbearing zone" for bed deposits is absent. Describing the theory of development of open pit
mining on inclined and steep deposits, the development of just one layer is considered.
In this case, the width of the bottom of the pit is equal to the horizontal width of the coal
seam.

2 Theory
The development of coal-bearing zones by different types of excavation equipment was
considered in a number of articles [1-8]. It is recommended to develop of coal-bearing areas
(zones) by subbenches (sublayers). In this case, excessive coal losses are excluded, because
the approach of mining to each of the strata is always carried out from the side of the hanging side (the roof of the formation).
Experience has shown that when shovels work in a coal-bearing zone, the change in the
type of excavator work (the transition from coal extraction to overburden) occurs relatively
frequently (up to 3-5 times a month). As a result of such transitions, the use of the excavator in the main work (excavation and loading of the overburden) deteriorates and its
productivity decreases by 18-20%.
Along with the complex operating conditions of machines in the face, there are some
features of the opening-up and preparation of new horizons (benches). For example, the
opening-up of benches is carried out during the whole period of exploitation of the quarry,
and the methods of opening-up of individual benches or their groups may be different (external or internal trenches, sliding trenches). Preparation of working benches, as a rule, is
carried out simultaneously along several of the thickest beds of the formation.
The notion of a "wide stope" was formulated in [9], where it is noted that its development is characterized by the variable (shuttle) direction of the excavator's movement in the
plan. The use of wide stopes is possible with maneuverable quarry trucks, what simplifies
the organization of mining operations.

3 Results and discussion
Cutting of the behches by trenches with a wide bottom and working out of the coal-androck blocks by wide stopes with the use of shovels is shown in Fig. 1 on the example of the
"Bachatsky" open pit.
As it shown on Fig.1, the width of the trench bottom is 53…120 m when cutting a new
bench. The trench can be worked out both in interbeds without coal mining operations
(Figure 1-a), and with them (Figures 1-b, 2-a, 2-b). On a open pit "Bachatsky" when coal
dip angles are 60÷75º, the excavation of coal beds is made to the full height of the bench.
The application of wide stopes on some of Kuzbass open pits for working out by backhoes is shown in Fig. 3. As can be seen from this table, wide stopes are using for interbeds
mining. The width of the stope is 40÷65 m. The benches are mined by layers of 3÷5 m,
usually 4 m.
Shovels do not always ensure a high efficiency of development of mineral deposits due
to their inconsistency with working conditions. It is manifested in the limited choice of the
location of the transport setting for loading (only on the level of the excavator standing), at
a low height of the formation of the soil (roof) of the formation, in particular, at dip angles
of incidence 15-50º, in the inability to provide the specified angle of the slope of the face,
in the need to create wide cut trenches. These disadvantages are particularly noticeable in
difficult conditions, but they are almost uncharacteristic of backhoes, which has the ability
to dig below the level of standing of the excavator.
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Fig. 1. Using of wide stopes for coal-bearing zone excavation on open pit “Bachatsky”: a – cutting of
new bench on thick interbed; b – cutting of new bench with simultaneous coal extraction on seam
Burned.

Fig. 2. Selective mining of hard-structural stope including two nearby seams: a – stope includes two
close located seams Prokopievsky I and Thick; b – stope included seam Burned in zone of its plicative dislocation (left and right wings of fold).

When using such machines, there is no need to set transport on the excavation horizon.
The excavator has a great digging force, changing trajectory of the bucket during all the
operations of the cycle; the overall dimensions of the excavators are relatively small, which
is very important for the development of complex coal-bearing zones, often with an unsettled occurrence of seams and a variety of forms of their location in the stope.
A feature of the technology with backhoe is the maximum use of shunting capabilities
of dump trucks due to their selective setting at the bottom of the bench in conditions of
work with the bottom loading. As a result, the minimum value of the angle of rotation of
the excavator is ensured, which does not depend on the width of the stope.
The cutting of a new bench with the making of coal mining operations, both for inclined
beds and for steep ones is made by wide stopes from 30 to 100 m. The cutting trenches are
also excavated by layers (subbenches).
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Fig. 3. Excavation of interbed by backhoe: a – open pit mine “Krasnobrodsky” after mining out seam
Burned, backhoe Terex RH-200; b – open pit mine “Taldinsky” after mining out seam 80, backhoe
Liebherr R9350; c – cutting of new bench on open pit mine “Kedrovsky”, backhoe Caterpillar 385C.

4 Conclusion
Based on the analysis we can conclude the following.
1. At present, a wide range of excavator models of the following types is used for the
development of coal-bearing zones: rope shovels, hydraulic shovels, backhoes. For the mining of rock interbeds, rope shovels with bucket capacity of 5…30 m3 and, less often backhoes with a bucket capacity of 3.4…7 m3 are used.
2. Cutting of the benches is carried out by trenches with a width on the bottom from 53
m to 120 m from the side of the roof of the coal bed and simultaneously working it with the
same excavator or with the setting of additional excavator for coal mining operations. Interbeds are worked out with the widespread use of wide stopes with horizontal width up to
100 m. Complex rock-and-coal blocks, including one-three layers, are also worked out by
wide stopes.
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